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ABSTRACT
The influence of boundaries of the large-scale
unipolar magnetic regions (UN_) on the Sun upon
the charged particle propagation in the solar
corona and interplanetary space is investigated.
Increases of the charged particle fluxes from
solar flares on November 4 and 20, 1978 detect-
ed by "Venera-11" and "Prognoz-7" and on Decem-
ber 7, 1982 by "Venera-13" and "GF_S-2" were
analyzed.
1. The investigations of a large number of solar flares
located at various heliolongitudes revealed some regularity
in dependence of time of the coronal particle transfer from
the flare heliolongitude [1,2 ] • It was shown that out of the
region of fast propagation of particles the speed of coronal
transfer of particles is 17 - 40°/hr [2] • However, it is
still unclear where the deceleration of a flux of particles
propagating in corona occurs and with what the decrease of
transfer speed is associated.
2. To estimate the influence of boundaries of the large-
scale _ upon temporal and spectral characteristics of
charged particle fluxes the increases of fluxes associated
with November 4 and 20, 1978 and December 7, 1982 solar
flares were investigated (Pigure). Each event was observed
simultaneously at two spacecraft located at various azimu-
thal and radial distances from the Sun. In Pigure the synop-
tical maps of photospheric magnetic fields are shown where
mF are places of the flares [3] • Here the projections of
force line bases (injection points) associated with space-
craft are shown. The points of connection on the Sun are cal-
culated taking into account the average speed of solar wind
on Prognoz-7 and I_P-8 data.
The injection moment of particles into the force tube
connected with spacecraft was determined on [5] • On differ-
ence between moments of injection and generation of partic-
les (maximum in H_ ) the speed of particle flux transfer in
the corona is estimated.
For 4.11.78 event the fast arrival of particles to the
point of connection with Prognoz-7 (flare and point of con-
nection are in one U_R) is observed and the transfer speed
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is--145°/hr. At the injection point Venera-11 (a connection
point) a significant delay of particles is observed and an
average particle transfer speed in the corona to the con_ec-
tion point with Venera-11 is only _ 12°/hr. It is obvious
that such a decrease of the average speed is caused by the
particle propagation across the U_R boundary. Since the azi-
muthal distance between injection points Prognoz-7 and
Venera-11 is _ 8° the estimated transfer speed of particles
across the U_R boundary is _ 5O/hr.
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is-145°/hr. At the inJection point Venera-11 (a connection 
point) a significant delay of particles is observed and an 
average particle transfer speed in the corona to the connec-
tion point with V nera-11 is only .-12°/hr. It is obvious 
that such a decrease of the average speed is caused by the 
particle propagation across the UMR boundary. Since the azi-
muthal distance between inJection points Prognoz-7 and 
Venera-11 is - ° the estimated transfer speed of particles 
across the UMR boundary is ~ 5°/hr. 
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In 20.11.78 event (Figure,B] for Venera-11 the _ments
of injection and generation of particles coincide. The in-
jection point Venera-11 is at one _v_ with the flare and the
fast transfer of particles inside _ Is realized. The par-
ticles from the flare into the force tube connected with
Prognoz-7 are in3ected twice. The first moment of the injec-
tion (1525 UT) is delayed with respect to the moment of ge-
neration by N39 r_n which yieLdS the speed of particle
transfer in the corona to the in3ection point Prognoz-7
135°/hr. The second in3ectlon (the arrival of the maln
"mass" of particle flux) occured at 1725 UT and the average
speed particle transfer In the corona to the _njection point
Prognoz-7 is _30°/hr. Since the azimuthal distance between
in3ection points Venera-11 and Prognoz-_ is _ 6° and they
are located at various U_ near the boundary then the esti-
mations of speed of particle flux transfer across the boun-
dary yield _ 2.5°/hr [4] • In 7.12.82 event (_igure, C) the
place of the flare and the in_ection polnt for Venera-13 and
GMS-2 are located in one UNII. The moments of generatlon and
in3ection of particles within measurement errors coinclde,
i.e. the fast particle transfer in the corona is realized.
3. To determine a total number of particles at the in-
jection point and to estimate the efficiency of the _ bo-
undary consider the propagation character of charged partic-
les in the interplanetary medium. The location of force line
bases connected with Venera-11 and Prognoz-7 (F_gure,A,B)
near U_ boundary determlned significantly a complicated
structure of temporal profiles of particle fhuxes. U_R boun-
daries influence not only upon particle propagation In the
solar corona but indirectly upon the character of particle
propagation in the interplanetary medium. For instance, more
complicated than in Prognoz-7 temporal structure of particle
flux increase on Venera-11 was caused by a prolonged particle
injection (for 4.11.78) into the force tube connected with
Venera-11 and by a presence of large-scale interplanetary ma-
gnetic fleld structures near the UI_ boundary (for 20.11.78).
For illustration the temporal profiles of intensities only at
two energy ranges (the average graphs of Pigure,A,B,C) were
chosen.
Temporal profiles of intensity were approxi1_ted by a
solutlon of the diffusion equation [6] . The differentlal
energy spectra of particles at injection points are present-
ed in _igure, A,B,C, bottom. In _igure,A,B the curves I show
spectra at in3ection pomnt located in one _v_ v_th flare
(the fast particle transfer in _he corona). The curves 2 are
the spectra at in_ection point observed behind U_ boundary
(the curve 3 transfer across the boundary). The curve 3 is
the spectrum of partlcles propagatlng fastly across the _;_{
boundary.
A comparison of a total n_nber of particles before and
after the boundary allows to estimate its "transparency".
_or proton energies Ep_ 5 MeV only _ 15% (4.11.78) and _8%(20.11.78) of a total particle flux penetrated across the
boundary, for Ep_ 20 _eV thls value is _ 25% (4.11.78) and
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In 20.11.78 event (Figure,B) for Venera-11 the moments 
of inJection and generation of particles coincide. The in-
Jection point Venera-11 is at one illillR with the f~are and the 
fast transfer of partlcles inside UMR lS realized. The par-
ticles from the flare into the force tube connected with 
Prognoz-7 are inJected twice. The first moment of the 1nJec-
tion (1525 UT) is delayed with respect to the moment of ge-
neration by ,..., 33 min which yields the speed of particle 
transfer in the corona to the inJection point Prognoz-7 
~ 135°/hr. The second lnJectl0n (the arrival of the maln 
"mass" of particle flux) occured at 1725 UT and the average 
speed particle transfer ln the corona to the lnjection point 
Prognoz-7 is I'V 30° /hr. Since the azimuthal distance between 
inJection points Venera-11 and Prognoz-q is rv 6° and they 
are located at various u~m near the boundary then tne esti-
mations of speed of particle flux transfer across the boun-
dary yield ..... 2.5°/hr (4]. In 7.12.82 event (}iligure, C) the 
place of the flare and the inJection pOlnt for Venera-13 and 
GMS-2 are located in one UMR. The moments of generat10n and 
inJection of particles within measurement errors coinclde, 
1.e. the fast particle transfer ln the corona 1S realized. 
3. To determine a total number of particles at the in-jection point and to estlmate the efficiency of the UMR bo-
undary consider the propagation character of charged partic-
les in the interplanetary medlum. The location of force line 
bases connected with Venera-11 and Prognoz-7 (Flgure,A,B) 
near UWffi boundary deterffi1ned significantly a complicated 
structure of temporal profiles of particle fluxes. UMa boun-
daries influence not only upon particle propagat10n In the 
solar corona but indirectly upon the character of particle 
propagation in the interplanetary medium. For instance, more 
complicated than in Prognoz-7 temporal structure of particle 
flux increase on Venera-11 was caused by a prolonged particle 
inJection (for 4.11.78) into the force tube connected with 
Venera-11 and by a presence of large-scale interplanetary ma-
gnetic fleld structureD near the Uuffi boundary (for 20.11.78). 
For illustration the temporal profiles of intensities only at 
two enere.y ranges (the average graphs of ]ligure,A,B,C) were 
chosen. 
Temporal prof'iles of intensity were approximated by a 
Solut10n of the diffusion equation [6J • The differentlal 
energy spectra of particles at inJection points are present-
ed in Flgure, A,B,C, bottom. In ]j'igure,A,B the curves 1 show 
spectra at inJ ection pOlnt located in one Ulv.iR with flare 
(the fast particle transfer in the corona). ~he curves 2 are 
the spectra at inJection point observed behind U~ffi boundary 
(the curve 3 transfer across the boundary). The curve J is 
the spectru.m of partlcles propac;atlng fastly across the illiUi 
boundary. 
A comparison of a total nwnber of particles before and 
after the boundary allows to estimate its "transparency". 
l!'or proton energies E ,..., 5 MeV only ..., 15,:& (4.11.78) and 'V 8/~ 
(20.11.78) of a totalPparticle flux penetrated across the 
boundary, for Ep'V 20 lv'leV th1S value is ": 25/6 (4.11.78) and 
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20% (20.11.78). it is interesting to compare the absolute
partlcle fluxes detected at injectlon points of Venera-11 and
Prognoz-7 20.11.78 propagating fastly in the corona (curves
I and 2, Figure, B). The ratio of these fluxes determines ac-
tually the efficlenoy of fast particle transfer across the
_R boundary. For Ep_ 5 NeV only _ 0.3% of particles is obser-
ved behind the boundary, for Ep _ 20 MeV energies this value
is _ 0.7%.
In the event of 7.12.82 (Figure,C) the absolute particle
fluxes on GNS-2 are by an order of magnitude larger than on
Venera-11. Here there are no influences of U_ boundaries
upon charged partlcle transfer in the corona. Such a differ-
ence in a value of flux confirms the earlier found experimen-
tal fact [_ that on closed force lines of geomagnetic field(L _ 6.6) e measured particle flux is larger than its va-
lues beyond the Earth's magnetosphere due to the isotropiza-
tion effect.
4. Thus, the boundary of the U_ decreases significantly
the effective speed of particle transfer in the corona. Within
the U_ boundary the speed of particle transfer is 2 , 5C/hr.
Only insignificant portion of flare particle flux propagates
across the boundary without the change of the speed and den-
sity. At estimation of absolute values of particle fluxes
from the flare it is necessary to take into account the in-
fluence of not only boundaries of large-scale UN_ on the Sun
but also the peculiarities of processes of interactxon of
particles with interplanetary and geomagnetic fields.
The authors are grateful to Dr.M.Wada for the kindly
presented G_-2 data.
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.-v 20,~ (20. 1.78). It is interestine; to compare the absolute 
part~cle fluxes detected at ~nject~on points of V nera-11 and 
Prognoz-7 20. 1.78 prop gating fastly in the corona (curves 
1 and 2, F~gure, B). The ratio of these fluxes determines ac-
tually the e fic~ency of fast particle transfer across the 
mm boundary. l!'or Ep'"v 5 MeV only ~ 0.3fo of particles is obser-
ved behind the boundary, for Ep ~ 20 MeV energies this value 
is tV 0.7'/0. 
In the event of 7.12.82 (Figure,C) the absolute particle 
fluxes on GMS-2 are by an order of magnitude larger than on 
Venera-11. Here there are no influences of ~m boundaries 
upon charged part~cle transfer in the corona. Such a differ-
ence in a~value of flux confirms the earlier found experimen-
tal fact l7] that on closed force lines of geomagnetic field (L ~ 6.6) tne measured particle flux is larger than its va-
lues beyond the Earth's magnetosphere due to the isotropiza-
tion effect. 
4. Thus, the boundary of the ~m decrea es sign ficantly 
the effective speed of particle transfer in the corona. Within 
the ~m boundary the sp ed of particle transfer is 2 ~ 5°/hr. 
Only insign ficant portion of flare particle flux prop gates 
across the boundary without the change of the sp ed and den-
sity. At estimation of absolute values of particle fluxes 
from the flare it is necessary to take into account the in-
fluence of not only boundaries of large-scale UNffi on the Sun 
but also the peculiarities of proces es of interact~on of 
particles with interplanetary and geomagnetic fields. 
The authors are grateful to Dr.M.W da for the kindly 
presented G~ID-2 data. 
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